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ABSTRACT 
Necessary and sufficient conditions are established for a set of n functions 
9,: E"' -+ E', which together with their partial derivatives of order at least n - 1 are 
continuous, to be linearly dependent. One of these conditions is that all generalized 
Wronskians vanish identically. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the vanishing of the Wronskian of n functions of a 
single real variable t with at least n - 1 derivatives, viz., 
$3,(t) ... 6”(t) 
c&(t) ... +Zt) 
&r-‘)(t) . . . $y(t) 
on a set G C E’ is a necessary condition for them to be linearly dependent 
there. However, it is not sufficient. G. Peano [l] pointed this out in 1889 and 
asked for further conditions that would insure sufficiency. He provided one 
such condition and later, in [Z], furnished a proof. 
Related results have been obtained [3, References]. In particular, [3] 
provides a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for linear dependence. 
We turn now to functions of m > 1 variables. 
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DEFINITION 1. A generalized Wronskian (g. W.) of + = ($i( t ), . 
EXAMPLE 1. Let G = E2, $,(t,, t2) = t:, ~$~(t,, t2) = t,lt,j. Then (pi E C’, 
all g.W.‘s of + vanish in G, but { +} is linearly independent on G. Sufficiency 
can be proven if one limits the +i. For polynomials, see [4, pp. 129-1321, and 
for rational functions, [5, pp. 138-1411. 
Henceforth it will be assumed that G is open, and on it $ and all its 
partial derivatives up to at least order n - 1 exist and are continuous. In the 
case m = 1, however, continuity of the derivatives is not required; see [3]. 
In the present paper it is shown that: 
(1) The vanishing of all g.W.‘s of $I in G implies G contains a countable 
set of disjoint, open, connected components of the interiors of sets of constant 
order (Definition 4 below) such that 
(2) On each such component { $} is linearly dependent, 
(3) The union of these components is dense in G. 
The question of linear dependence of {I+} on G is thereby reduced to 
determining whether a countable intersection of finite-dimensional vector 
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spaces is nontrivial (Theorem 5). An affirmative answer together with the 
density property (3) provides the conditions equivalent to dependence. 
2. CONTINUATION PRINCIPLE AND FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM 
Let the real-valued functions $J, +i,. . . , $,, be defined on the nondisjoint 
sets A, and A,. 
LEMMA 1. Zf { +} is linearly independent on A, n A,, 4 = C;ali++ on 
A,, and $=Cyaazi$+ onA,, thenaIj=azi, i=l,..., n. 
Proof. Subtract one expression for + from the other on A, n A,, and 
use independence. n 
COROLLARY (Continuation principle). Let 1c, and the c#+ be defined on 
each of a possibly finite sequence of sets A,,. Zf { +} is linearly independent 
on A,,nA,+,#0 (h=1,2,...) and I/J =13;ahi+, on the A,,, then ahi=aIi, 
i=l ,...,n. 
In what follows IJ+ : E” -+ E, i = 1,. . . , n; and Sp{ +} is the vector space 
over the reals spanned by { + }. 
The following is a generalization of a theorem of B&her’s [6, p. 1401. 
THEOREM 1 (Fundamental theorem). Let B c G be an open ball of 
radius b center at p, and Zet 1c, E {I+}. Zf (a) there is an r-subset of {I+}, 
r < n, say {~Q,...,$Q} =S,, such that at each point of B some g. W. of S, is 
not zero, and (b) each g.W. of S, U { I/J } is identically zero in B, then I/J is a 
linear combination of S, in B. 
Proof. By (a) and continuity there is a concentric ball B’ c B with some 
g.w. 
%,I = zo in B’. 
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Part I. The conclusion is first shown to hold in B’. Border w, + 1 so as 
to form the r + 1 X r + 1 determinant 
Q= 
where the Ui are r + 1 independent variables. Let wi denote the ith cofactor 
ofthelastrowof Q, ~=(w~,...,w,+~),and~=(~,,...,~~,~).Wehavein 
B’ (actually in B) 
@.w=O, 
D,@ . w = 0, 
(1) 
D,_,@-w = 0, 
which follow by expanding the determinant gotten by replacing the last row 
of Q in turn with each of the first T rows and expanding by the last row. For 
fixed k=l,..., m form a/at, of each of the equations (1). Note that 
vanishes either by (b) 
rows. We thus have 
or because it equals a determinant with two equal 
..gL, 
k 
(2) 
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If (1) is viewed as a system with w as unknown, the rank of the coefficient 
matrix is r at each point of B’. This is so because the r + 1 X r + 1 subdeter- 
minant formed by omitting the (r + 1)st column is w,+ i itself (assumed not 
zero). Hence the solution space has dimension unity. We see from (2) that 
a w/at, satisfies (l), so we must have 
aw 
c(t)at = w, 
k 
where c( t ) is a scalar function. Using the ith and (r + 1)st components of (3) 
(i = l,..., T ) and the quotient ruIe, we have 
a wi 
at, Wr+l i 1 - =o, k=l,...,m, 
which, since p E C-l, implies 
wi =diw,+l, i=l r >**., > (4 
where the di are constants. Finally, substitute (4) into the first equation of 
(1) to get (C;d& + $)w,+, = 0. Since w,+i Z 0, we obtain 
~ = ~( -di)~i. (5) 
Part ZZ. The conclusion wiIl now be shown to hold in all of B. Let 
B,(x) be the open baII in E” with center at y, radius x, and let p = 
lub{ x < b IEquation (5) holds in B,(x)}. By Part I the above set is not 
empty, so p is positive. By continuity of the +i, Equation (5) holds in B,(p). 
open subset of B by virtue of (a). We invoke continuity of the $i, so Equation 
(5) holds in B,(p). 
We now show j3 = b, proving the theorem. Suppose /3 < b. Cover each 
point q of 6’ BP( j3) with an open bail B, of radius small enough to lie in the 
interior of B and in which [by hypothesis (a)] some g.W. of S, is nonzero. By 
the Heine-Bore1 principle a finite number cover 8Br,(j3), say B4,, . . . , B,,. 
Equation (5) holds on B,,( /I), and on each of B,,, . . . , B,, an equation of the 
form of (5) holds by part I. So this sequence of v + 1 sets satisfies the 
hypothesis of the corollary to Lemma 1, and we learn that (5) holds on 
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li = B,(p) U(UB,). But then U would have to contain a ball concentric to 
BJ p) of larger radius on which (5) held, which is impossible. n 
3. LINEAR DEPENDENCE ON A SUBSET OF ALL CRITICAL POINTS 
DEFINITION 2. A critical point of { $) is a point of G at which all 
generalized Wronskians of + vanish. 
DEFINITION 3. An r x r generalized sub-Wronskian of +, 1~ r < n, is a 
generalized Wronskian of a subsequence of (p. 
DEFINITION 4. The order of a critical point t of + is the largest positive 
integer T for which some r x r generalized sub-Wronskian of $I is not zero at 
t. Should all sub-Wronskians vanish at t, the order is defined to be zero. 
THEOREM 2. Zf G, c G is an open polygon-connected set consisting of 
critical points of the same order r > 0, then { 9 } has a linearly independent 
subset S, = { $1 ,..., cp,}, say, which is a basis of Sp{ up}, and consequently 
{ +} is linearly dependent on G,. 
Proof. Let p be an arbitrary fixed point of G,, p, = dist(p, JG,), and 
4 E {(P}. Since p is of order T, there is a set S, = { +1,. .., Go}, say, and a 
g.W. W of S, which doesn’t vanish at p and (by continuity) in some BP(b) 
with b < p,. By Theorem 1 (Part II of the proof), (5) holds with suitable di 
(i = l,..., T) in B,(b). Note that pp < 00, since G, is polygonconnected. 
Let L = { a IO < a < p, and at each point of BP(a) some g.W. of S, is 
nonzero}. Because b E L, L # 0. Let A = lub L. We first show that (5) holds 
in B,,(X). We choose a sequence ak t A. Then (5) holds in each BP( ak) by 
Theorem 1, and in their union by the continuation principle. Next we show 
h = p,. Suppose X < pp. Then on the one hand, there would be a point 
p, E aB,(X) at which all g.W.‘s of S, vanish. For if not, cover a B,(X) with 
balls small enough that each is in G, and in each some g.W. of S, is nonzero. 
The Heine-Bore1 theorem yields a subcover whose union with B,(X) would 
contain a ball about p of radius X’ E L, X < A’ with h’ E L. 
On the other hand, such a p, cannot exist. For since it would be of order 
r, there would be an r-subset S: of { +) and some nonzero g.W. of Si, say 
Wd, # 0. Apply Theorem 1 with B = B,(X), J, = Gi E S,! successively to 
conclude that each such $+ is a linear combination of S,, which by continuity 
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is true at p,. Substituting these expressions into Wd, and expanding, we see 
that Wd, = cWp,[ S,]. Since all such g.W.‘s of S, vanish, Wd, = 0, a contradic- 
tion. 
Since p, has been shown to exist and also not to exist if A < p,, we 
conclude A = pp. We have thus shown that (5) holds in the open ball at p 
inscribed in G,. Finally we prove (5) holds in all G,. 
Let q be an arbitrary point of G,. Let P be a finite polygonal arc from p 
to q. Let ui be the finite sequence of closed segments of l’. Let d = 
dist(l’, aG,) = glb{ d(x, y) ] x E r, y E aG,}. Equation (5) holds in B&d/2) 
by the above, and at q unless q E G, - I$( d /2). In this case, by the Jordan 
separation theorem [7, p. 1011, F cuts i?B,(d/2) at least at one point. Let ui, 
be the segment of largest index on which this occurs, at p, say. Then 
B,,l(d/2) c G,. Continuing in this manner, one gets a finite chain of open 
balls which, because their radii are equal, must reach q. On each ball, by part 
I of the proof of Theorem 1, a relation of the type (5) holds and the chain 
satisfies the hypothesis of the corollary of Theorem 1. Thus (5) itself holds 
throughout G,. n 
4. EXTENSION OF THE DEPENDENCE TO ALL CRITICAL POINTS 
We now further restrict G to the set of critical points of +. Theorems 3 
and 4 are used to investigate dependence of { (p } over G. These together with 
Theorem 5 are analogues of theorems of functions of one variable and are 
stated without proof. Their proofs are, with suitable adjustments, the same as 
those found in [3]. 
THEOREM 3 (Local minimum property of order). Zf t E G is a point of 
order r, then some ball about t contains no critical point of order less than r. 
See [3, Theorem 41. 
Let C, stand for the set of all critical points in G of order r, and let int C, 
stand for its interior. 
THEOREM 4 (Density property). U(int C,) is dense in 6. 
See [3, Theorem 51. 
It is well known that every open set in Em can be expressed uniquely 
(except for order) as a union of a countable set of disjoint open polygon- 
connected sets in En -its components. 
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DEFINITION 5. The components of dependence G, of {+} are the 
connected components of int C, (r = 1,. . . , n). 
Because of the insight into the dependence structure afforded by Theo- 
rems 2 and 4, conditions equivalent to dependence over G can be obtained. 
DEFINITION 6. The normal subspace Nk of a component of dependence 
G, is that subspace of En consisting of the vectors normal to + at each point 
of G,. 
Theorem 2 tells us each normal subspace is nontrivial for r > 0. Our main 
result, Theorem 5, is a direct consequence of the continuity of @I and the 
density property. 
THEOREM 5. { $I } is linearly dependent on a set G of critical points if 
and only if flNk f 0. 
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